
Flying Themed Storytime 
 

 
Window Decorations: Airplane with windows they can look through (great for pictures) 

 

Schedule 
Welcome everyone & explain the morning plan 
 
Sing: Happy and You Know It 
 
Introduce topic 

 Show pictures of planes and ask questions 
o who likes planes? 
o have you ever flown in a plane? 
o have you ever seen a big plane like this? 
o have you ever seen a small plane like this? 
o where would you like to go if you could fly in a plane? 

 “Today we are going to take a trip together as we sing and read books and pretend to fly 
together – up high in the air, soaring on a trip” 

 
Sing:  
 
Oh, we’re going on vacation in a plane 
Oh, we're goin' on vacation in a plane (zoom, zoom)  
Oh we're goin' on vacation in a plane (zoom, zoom)  
Oh, we're goin' on vacation  
Oh, we're goin' on vacation  
Oh, we're goin' on vacation in a plane (zoom, zoom) 
 
Oh we’re soaring through the air in a plane (whoosh, whoosh) 
 
Oh, we’re flying way up high in a plane (fly high) 
 
 



Read:  
 
Five Trucks by Brian Floca                                                          Flying by Donald Crews 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Sing:  
 
I'm A Little Airplane ("I'm a Little Teapot" Tune)  
I'm a little airplane, 
In the Sky!  
Here is my left wing  
and here is my right  
(reach one arm up at a time.)  
First I speed to take off 
(lean forward on tip toes)  
Then I fly,  
I tip my wings as I soar by  
(tip from left to right) 
 
I'm An Airplane  (Tune: "Clementine") 
 
I'm an airplane, I'm an airplane 
Flying up into the sky. 
Flying higher, Flying higher 
As I watch the clouds go by. 
I'm an airplane, I'm an airplane 
See me flying all around. 
Flying lower, flying lower, 
Till I land down on the ground. 
 

 
 
 
 



Read:  
 

 
 
Planes Fly by George Ella Lyon 
 
Sing:  
 
________  the Pilot has a Plane (fill in blank with kids’ names) (Tune: “Old MacDonald”) 
__________  the pilot has a plane, zoom, zoom, zoom, zoom, zoom.  
And on that plane there are some wings: zoom, zoom, zoom, zoom, zoom.  
With a zoom, zoom here, and a zoom, zoom there,  
here a zoom, there a zoom, everywhere a zoom, zoom,  
Hope the pilot has a plane, zoom, zoom, zoom, zoom, zoom. 
 
_________ the pilot has a plane, whoosh, whoosh, whoosh, whoosh, whoosh  
And on that plane he/she soars so high, whoosh, whoosh, whoosh, whoosh, whoosh 
with a whoosh, whoosh here, and a whoosh, whoosh, there 
Here a whoosh, there a whoosh, everywhere a whoosh, whoosh 
___________ the pilot has a plane, whoosh whoosh, whoosh, whoosh, whoosh 
 
_____________ the pilot has a plane, soar, soar, soar, soar, soar 
And on that plane ____ flies so far, soar, soar, soar, soar, soar 
with a soar, soar here 
and a soar, soar there 
here a soar, there a soar, everywhere a soar, soar 
____________ the pilot has a plane, soar, soar, soar, soar, soar 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Kids given “Wings” sticker when leaving 
 

 
 
Craft:  
 
Paper airplanes on straws that fly when blown 
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